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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to the tenth edition of AM-UNITY, a magazine

EXECUTIVE TEAM
JULIJA VELJKOVIC

designed in collaboration with an array of new and old faces.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

With our new graphic designer onboard, Fraser, to Kiki’s
creative art direction, our team’s circle of human rights

KIKI HAVOS

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

defenders is ever-expanding, welcoming passionate people
from various fields. As the new Editor-in-Chief, it is an absolute
honour to have led such an inspiring team of writers, artists

As the Editor-in-Chief at AM-UNITY, Julija’s background

With a background in film, creative writing, and politics, Kiki's

and designers that are so compassionate, talented and driven.

is in journalism and international relations. She is fiercely

passionate about art advocacy and creative policy. She has

For Edition 10 of AM-UNITY, we take you on a global spin,

passionate about writing, human rights and social justice. As a

a love for cartoons and comics, and tries to use the medium

covering human rights abuses unfolding in Brazil, Nepal,

global citizen, Julija feels like she has a responsibility to shine

to inspire political activism in independent art projects. In

Myanmar, Syria, Mali and Australia.

a spotlight on human rights issues and promote justice and

between volunteering and work, Kiki stays determined to

equality for minority groups and the marginalised. To be able

connect with other artists and people who want to create

While indigenous justice and refugee rights remain focal to

to do that with a pen and voice is what drives her role at AM-

content which will inspire and educate readers. Specifically,

AM-UNITY’s human rights activism, we have also shifted

UNITY and on a deeper level, gives her life purpose too. When

however, her hobby of being in the water sparks her love for

toward exploring a host of emerging global topics, including

Julija is not advocating for human rights and encouraging

our environment and how our active choices to protect it (or to

transgender rights in the sports world, the relationship

youth activism in Australia, you can find her either balancing

not) intersect with our access to human rights.

between veganism and human rights, and how cultural norms

upside down on her head or getting lost up mountains and

impact upon women’s rights in Nepal. This Edition is jam-

running low on water.

packed with poetry, comic strips, and quirky art, throwing
life into our feature stories and interviews.
One clear message that we hope sticks with you from Edition
10 is that you have the power to make a difference. From

FRASER BIGNELL
EDITORIAL DESIGNER

signing petitions that apply pressure on governments to
respond to joining Amnesty International’s Write for Rights
campaign to release imprisoned activists, to becoming an
Amnesty International member and voting on campaigns that
matter to you, this edition presents you with opportunities to
take action from the content and artwork you read. So grab
a cuppa, prop your feet up on your coffee table and immerse
yourself in everything that this edition has to offer.
Julija Veljkovic
Editor in Chief

Fraser is a communication designer and content creator,
currently working as a Marketing Executive at a fintech
startup in Melbourne. He has studied, worked and volunteered
in different parts of the world and enjoys immersing himself
in unknown environments and uncomfortable situations.
Fraser’s hugely passionate about human rights and protecting
and empowering the vulnerable, and aims to find a way for this
to become a core part of his life. This will be his first edition as
our Editorial Designer, keen to increase awareness of global
and local human rights issues among Australian youth and to
encourage more young creatives to get involved.

AM-UNITY: A HISTORY
A team of staff members were sitting at the Amnesty Victoria
office one afternoon, tossing ideas around until an idea was
born. What if Amnesty started their own online activism
magazine?

8 WAYS TO GET INVOLVED WITH
HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISM
1. Become an Amnesty International member. You can help

5. Sign a petition. Unite with your community and apply

contemporary human rights issues internationally and at

define the direction of Amnesty, and you've got the option to

pressure on the political decision-makers to adjust

home, while staying true to young local activists’ inspiring

become a board member, be part of your branch committee

their policies. The power of signing petitions can't be

work. The magazine team initially formed part of the Victorian

and vote on important resolutions. You can even sit in on

underestimated. They can bring human rights issues to the

University Group Network. Since its inception, AM-UNITY has

global decision-making meetings. Become the human rights

forefront of the media’s agenda and lead to policy changes at

evolved and grown in strength and numbers.

movement by participating in Amnesty’s current campaigns

the national level.

Alas, AM-UNITY was founded in 2013 to highlight

and future direction.
6. Give us a shout out on social media. Tweet for us. Reshare

AM-UNITY’s bloodline stems from its array of passionate,
driven and talented volunteers that have invested their

2. Participate in your local action group. Amnesty relies on

our videos and stories. By joining the conversation on social

time, energy and skills to the human rights cause. From

a national network of activist groups split into regions, cities

media, you are participating in our human rights work by

writing about inspirational Amnesty campaigns to covering

and local communities. The choice is yours; From participating raising awareness and amplifying Amnesty’s outreach within

contemporary human rights issues in an informative way and

in university networks to spreading the word about Amnesty’s

exploring activism through creative art, AM-UNITY provides

work through school outreach programs, to working with

ample of opportunities to get involved with like-minded people

refugees and asylum seekers through the refugee network, to

7. Write for rights. Write a letter for those whose most

and groups. Through writing and art, the magazine empowers

mobilising volunteers or getting involved by starting your own

basic human rights are violated. Write a letter to a detained

readers to create a broader network of activism.

action group, there are boundless opportunities to get involved journalist or activist around the globe. Amnesty letters
with Amnesty’s activism.

your sphere of influence.

often reach the prisoners themselves and can provide
hope, solidarity and comfort for people during their darkest

AM-UNITY is its people; we are writers, editors, artists,
photographers, designers and marketers from a multitude

3. Get involved in events. From marching for human rights to

of countries, studies and walks of life. Our diversity is what

organising a fundraising event and raising funds for Amnesty’s Minister addressing your concerns and urging them

defines us, and our common goal is what brings us together:

campaigns, you can participate in a diverse range of activism

to change their policies or relationships with governments

to showcase and promote the importance of Amnesty youth

work on the ground.

that contribute to human rights violations. Your words really

moments. You can also write a letter to your local MP or Prime

can change lives.

activism.
4. Donate and make a difference. Amnesty does not
There are no boundaries in place for contribution. We welcome

accept money from governments. To remain impartial

8. Become part of AM-UNITY’s team. Yes, that's right, become

all talent. Each edition relies upon and welcomes outside input

and independent, Amnesty relies on support from people

part of our dedicated team of writers and artists! Amplify

from writers, artists, photographers and other skilled and

like you to continue campaigning for human rights.

human rights issues by bringing them into the limelight.

passionate individuals and groups with an interest in human

Every cent makes a difference.

Use your voice, skills, and passion for human rights to make

rights. To get involved with AM-UNITY, get in touch with us at

a lasting difference by becoming one of us. For more

amunitymagazine@gmail.com.

information on how to join AM-UNITY, contact
amunitymagazine@gmail.com.
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INDIGENOUS JUSTICE
ABORIGINAL
Australia remains the only commonwealth
country to have never signed a treaty.

THE FIRST NATION

MAORI

series of eleven treaties signed between the first
nations in Canada and the reigning monarch of
of the time from 1871 to 1921.

The Treaty of Waitangi is a treaty first signed
on 6 February 1840 by representatives of the
British Crown and Māori chiefs (Rangatira)
from the North Island of New Zealand.

1871
6

1840

Treaties were established early on in other
dominions such as New Zealand, Canada and the
United States. The official call for a treaty was
announced in 2016. Aboriginal Victoria said it
needed to establish an effective and appropriate
long-term funding for a representative body. It’s
hoped that the next stage of consultation will be
finished by 2018, with negotiations planned to
start in 2020.

NATIVE AMERICAN
From 1774 until about 1832,
treaties between individual sovereign
American Indian nations and the U.S. were
negotiated to establish borders and prescribe
conditions of behavior between the parties.

1774
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A

s evidenced by the thousands who flocked to rallies¹ in

made international headlines when the restraint mechanisms

the major cities, changing the date of ‘Australia Day’ is a

used on Dylan Voller¹⁰ were made public, and the Royal

significant issue for all Australians. January 26th is not a day

Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in

to recognise national unity; It’s a day to remember Australia’s

the Northern Territory¹¹ revealed further stories of systematic

first peoples who never signed a treaty or ceded their land.

abuse and neglect of children in detention.

It’s a day to remember the violence of colonisation which tore
cultures and families apart. It’s a day of mourning.

The inquiries into this state of affairs over the years have been
numerous, and in October 2016 George Brandis announced

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT ‘CHANGE
THE DATE’

THREE OTHER CAMPAIGNS THAT FIGHT FOR EQUALITY FOR ABORIGINAL AND
TORRES STRAIT ISLANDERS
BY ADRIENNE RINGIN

Support for the campaign to Change the Date² has increased

yet another investigation, the Inquiry into Indigenous

over recent years. Indigenous voices and allies have been

Incarceration¹². The final report was tabled in Parliament in

effective at raising awareness throughout all facets of society.

March this year but does not reveal anything that was not

Backing from athletes, musicians and even government

already well known – Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

parties³ has been attained with various local councils (Yarra⁴,

men are 14.7 times more likely to be imprisoned than non-

Darebin⁵ and Moreland⁶) demonstrating their support by

Indigenous men while Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

moving citizenship ceremonies to an alternate day. Such

women are 21.2 times more likely. What we now must ensure

success is the result of serious targeted campaigning from

is that the thirty-five recommendations¹³ from this inquiry

dedicated individuals. As understanding increases, it is

are actually enforced and adequately funded rather than

possible that in the near future, January 26th will be a day

consigning this most recent report to the pile.

commemorated for the right reasons.
Constitutional Recognition and Treaty
Continual advocacy for this particular issue is important but
as January 26th has passed for another year, now is the time

In stark contrast to its contemporaries such as the United

for all who care about the state of equality in this country to

States, Canada and New Zealand, Australia is one of the very

shift energy and re-engage with some other crucial campaigns

few former colonies which does not have a treaty with its

which have been lost from the public view while the Change

First Nations people. Constitutional protection is similarly

the Date campaign was prominent. If the same passion and

not afforded. Two separate but associated movements have

fervour are ignited for the following issues, there is a greater

gathered momentum lately which seek to rectify the position.

chance that real, systemic and lasting change will follow.
The First Nations National Constitutional Convention
Indigenous Imprisonment Rates

was a historic event which saw Indigenous leaders from
across Australia present a united consensus demanding

According to the 2016 Census, there are 786, 689 Aboriginal

constitutional recognition – The Uluru Statement from the

and Torres Strait Islanders currently residing within the

Heart¹⁴. This would be realised through a constitutionally

territorial borders of Australia. This equates to only 2 per cent

enshrined Indigenous representative body¹⁵ providing a voice

of Australia’s entire population. In the correction system⁷

to Parliament on Indigenous issues. Constitutional recognition

however, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders account for

allows for permanence and stability, feats not possible through

27 per cent of the prisoner population with 76 per cent having

a legislated body which can be scrapped with a change of

experienced previous imprisonment⁸.

government. Malcolm Turnbull’s dismissal of such a body
featured spurious mistruths including that such a body would

8

This overrepresentation continues in the juvenile justice

create a third chamber of government (wrong: it’s a voice to

system. Between 2015-2016 there were 5,500 ten to seventeen-

the parliament not in the parliament), that it would not have

year-olds under youth justice supervisions⁹ which includes

the backing of the Australian people (false: even conservatives

supervision orders and detention. Aboriginal and Torres Strait

approve the plan) and that it undermines equality (incorrect:

Islander children were the majority of both of these categories:

it gives an Indigenous voice to Indigenous issues). This

Indigenous children made up 49 per cent of those under

movement needs supporters to prove Malcolm Turnbull

supervision and 59 per cent of those in detention. Australia

wrong.
9

The Convention also saw the resurgence of the call for a
Makarrata Commission. A Yolngu word which has multiple
connotations, it is often employed to mean ‘treaty’ but also
‘captures the ideas of two parties coming together after
a struggle and healing the divisions of the past’¹⁶. This
movement has been around since the 1970’s, but the success
of the Convention has stirred it again. The difficulty of this
movement is the uncertainty around what a treaty would
entail as well as the ongoing ramifications should one be
enacted. This uncertainty has led past campaigns to stall
but now is the time for its revival with passionate, informed
supporters.
Black Lives Matter: Australia
This movement is just as crucial here as it is in the United
States. The tragic death of Elijah Doughty¹⁷ and the subsequent
sentence imposed illuminates that access to justice in
Australia can still depend on the colour of your skin. Elijah’s
death is one in a long line of Aboriginal deaths¹⁸ that have
been met with reports of ‘suspicious’, ‘unknown’, ‘accidental’ or
‘inevitable’; where murder has been changed to manslaughter;
where the murderers enjoy the privilege of remaining
unnamed ‘for their protection’; where Black witnesses are
tagged as unreliable. It’s time to change this narrative; it’s time
to care about all of us.
Change the Date is a visible campaign and one of great
importance to this nation but each of the campaigns
mentioned also need support. Each work to rectify the
damaged state of equality which Australia finds itself in. While
there is no single element which will immediately improve
Indigenous Justice in Australia, by uniting on these fronts,
there is a greater possibility that improvement will be felt in
the near future.
Interested in creating change? Sign the petition here to show
your support for the Uluru Statement from the Heart.
You can also ‘like’ the BlackLivesMatterAU Facebook page to
keep up to date on that story here
To find out about some Indigenous Justice campaigns being
run currently by Amnesty International and how to get
involved, click here
10
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To many, Australia day is a time of celebration. It’s a time when

In effect, British colonisation permeated the Indigenous

the country comes together to commemorate its founders.

people’s way of life and the government incited racist

It’s a time for families to gather around the barbeque grill

policies that kept Aboriginal people segregated from socially-

and proudly celebrate their nationality. Yet for Aboriginal

constructed ‘white' society. Some of these government

and Torres Strait Islander people, Australia Day is one of the

policies included separating Aboriginal children from their

saddest days in human history. For Australian Aboriginals, the

families, banning Indigenous people from towns after 6:00

oldest human presence in the world, 26 January earmarks the

pm⁴, preventing them from accessing schools and hospitals,

day their land was invaded, turning their peaceful lives into a

enforcing permission passes for Aboriginals to use public

nightmare of war, dispossession, displacement, social upheaval facilities, and withholding their wages.
and disease¹.
The social and economic impact of invasion and the trauma
A history of racism

suffered by Indigenous people at the hands of the government
persists today. Indeed, the majority of Australian Aboriginals

When a fleet of 11 English ships reached Australia's shores

continue to be socially disadvantaged in the areas of education,

in 1788, and Terra Nullius¹ was declared, the First Nation’s

employment, health and welfare because of the long-term

peoples fate was sealed.

impact of the lack of opportunities in previous generations⁴.
Compounded with the fact that Australian capitalism was

POLITICAL BARRIERS TOWARDS
INDIGENOUS JUSTICE
UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RACISM, AUSTRALIA’S
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS AND INDIGENOUS JUSTICE
BY JULIJA VELJKOVIC

Meaning ‘empty land’, Terra Nullius is a legal term that was

founded on, and continues to thrive on stolen land, it becomes

applied by the British to facilitate settlement without regard

easy to identify how multi-layered and deeply entrenched

for previous ownership. This allowed the British to take over

Indigenous injustice is. Today, it continues to be embedded in

the lands upon which Aboriginal communities lived on for

Australia’s political institutions, hindering meaningful social

thousands of years without redress.

justice efforts.

Initially, the 1788 invasion was treated with caution, as the

The media’s role in ‘othering’

British colonialists were entering into unmarked territory,
and the prospect of fostering relations with Aboriginals was

The mainstream media is a key political player in perpetuating

still relatively new. However, as more colonists, convicts and

myths and stereotypes about what Aboriginals are and aren’t.

governors settled in Australia and as the material significance

In the digital age, media outlets are competing against a 24/7

of the invasion unfolded², a social conflict ensued.

news cycle and screen time. Further budget cuts have pushed
many news outlets into resorting toward sensationalism

The conquest became violent as the British set up a capitalist

and the ‘negative news sells’ trap. Subsequently, Indigenous

economy and military might that conflicted with the

peoples’ affairs are often depicted bleakly and without

Aboriginal communities’ peaceful way of living in harmony

adequate representation.

with their natural surroundings. The British further classed
themselves as superior based on their ethnocentric notion

Studies have shown that when the Australian mainstream

of what constituted society and civilisation, and they took

media devotes time to Indigenous issues, the narrative is

it upon themselves to ‘re-educate' and racially oppress the

either one of patriarchal condescension⁴, where Indigenous

‘other’. One of the founding members of Australia, James

people are portrayed as hopeless, social recluses who are

Cook, openly displayed his racism in his journals, describing

unable to participate in society and need saving from

the Natives of New Holland Aboriginals as “some of the most

white Australians, or they are portrayed negatively as drug

wretched people on Earth”³. This was in stark contrast to the

addicts, criminals or welfare cheats. Their behaviour is often

true status of Indigenous Australians before the arrival of

represented as ‘out of control’ and they are framed as a ‘risk’ to

Europeans; They had strong family ties based on kinship and

society⁴.

social wellbeing, they were healthy and happy with their own
hierarchy, cultural practice and identity⁴.

This depiction is not lost on Australian families who tune in
to such screen time, and who later bring out these ‘news' in
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conversations without an alternative viewpoint to challenge

community in Utopia, noting that, “I know these communities

these racist stereotypes.

and their people, who have shown me the conditions imposed
on them. Many are denied running water, sanitation and

The sad truth is that Indigenous people rarely have

power.”⁶

control over how they are represented since the Australian
mainstream media is largely controlled by non-Aboriginals

The injustice doesn’t end there. According to Amnesty

who have little knowledge of the rich customs, history, social

International Australia, ‘if you are an Indigenous child, you are

and cultural values that makeup Indigenous Australians.

25 more times more likely to be imprisoned than your nonIndigenous classmates⁷. Indeed, Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Government policies and their impact on Indigenous justice

Islander people make up 28% of the prison population, despite
representing only 2.4 % of the overall population⁸.

The Australian government likes to depict the nation as
a tolerant, thriving and multi-cultural country that is an

According to the President of the Law Council of Australia,

all-inclusive society. In fact, the previous Prime Minister,

Morry Bailes, discrimination is a significant factor

John Howard, at one point stated that Australia is the ‘least

contributing to these incarceration rates along with

discriminatory country in the world, in my view’⁵.

mandatory sentencing laws, imprisonment due to unpaid fines
and people on remand being kept in custody⁹. Former Prime

However, the government’s open display of understanding

Minister Kevin Rudd further remarked in 2015 that “Australia

about Indigenous peoples’ rights issues stands in stark

is now facing an Indigenous incarceration epidemic¹⁰.”

contrast to action taken to tackle such issues. The current bias

How an all-inclusive Australian society is possible

account, or by signing a petition.

in society is evident by the increasingly higher incarceration

The high prison rates have a direct correlation with

rates, high suicide rates, a dramatically large mortality gap

entrenched racism in the police force, as factors such as

Justice and redress for the harm, trauma and suffering of

campaign which calls for indigenous justice targets to secure

in one of the richest countries in the world and everyday

police selectivity on who to arrest play a role in incarcerating

Aboriginals that dates back centuries ago are only possible

a better future for Indigenous kids in Australia, you have a

discrimination⁴. Australia was born out of extreme violence,

Aboriginals. In fact, statistically speaking, Aboriginal people

with the right government measures, attitudes and legal

choice of signing various petitions here.

colonisation and racism and this has had a trickle-down effect

are 15 times more likely to be charged for swearing or offensive

mechanisms in place. A legal treaty that invites the first

into political policies today.

behaviour than non-aboriginals¹¹. This is reinforced by Dr

nations of this country to ratify and be part of the treaty is

To vocalise your support for Amnesty’s indigenous justice

Brian Steel's perspective. As a Restorative Justice Researcher

crucial. A series of laws further is needed to return power to

campaign, use #communityiseverything in your latest tweet,

When critically-acclaimed investigate journalist, John Pilger,

at Murdoch University, Steels has noted that "in all my years

the indigenous people, which includes economic redistribution Instagram post or Facebook share.

visited Utopia, a small town in the Northern Territories that

of research in criminal justice, I can tell you it would be very

of Australia’s wealth. A fair treaty that legally binds the

houses a large Aboriginal community, he was shocked to find

difficult to find a white person charged with shouting or

government to actively work toward including Indigenous

If you want to hold your own rally, fundraising event, or speech

that the ‘promised’ government housing, health and other

swearing¹¹”.

people in accessing quality education, housing and healthcare

and promote indigenous justice, use Amnesty’s Community is

is also required.

Everything Resources Action list here.

funding schemes never reached the community directly.

To join Amnesty’s current ‘Community is Everything’

Interviewing Rosalie and her daughter Ngarla, an elder of the

There are a handful of examples to illustrate how police

Arrernte-Alyawarra people, who live in Utopia, both women

brutality and sheer racism has resulted in negligent deaths of

In short, direct action from the government is needed that

You can also head over to Amnesty’s Activism Planner and

shared their community’s suffering. They revealed how their

Aboriginals while in custody. In 2009, an Australian Aboriginal

counters mainstream media representations, and penetrates

attend a workshop led by Amnesty’s Community Organising

people were ‘starving’ in Utopia and the elderly Indigenous

prisoner ‘cooked to death’ in a police van after security guards

a historic political system of divide and rule¹⁴. Reflecting on

department in your region.

people had received no food from an aged care program funded ‘forgot’ to check up on him while he sat in the back of a van

the system that benefits and supports white people is also

by the Australian government and distributed by the Regional

in 47 degrees heat in South-West Australia¹². Ms Dhu died

necessary for the white lens to disappear when thinking about

You can make a $2 tax-deductible donation which goes towards

council. Ngarla recounts how, “one elderly man with end-stage

in police custody in 2014. Being held for unpaid fines, police

what Australia culturally and socially embodies.

our research team’s key work in reducing the number of

Parkinson's received two small packets of mincemeat and

officers didn't believe her when she said she didn't feel well.

white bread," while "the elderly woman living nearby received

She died in a pool of her own vomit, while CCTV footage

nothing."⁶ In calling for food drops, Rosalie said, "the whole

revealed that the police staff in the South Headland police

Take Action

people seeking asylum.

There are numerous ways to support indigenous justice as

Finally, if you are more of a ‘doer’, than there is always the

it showed her being laughed at by police as she choked on her

a citizen or human rights activist. Amnesty International

option of joining your local action group and becoming a

vomit in the cells¹³.

Australia has a host of campaigns you can support either

driving force behind our movement.

community including children and the elderly go without food, station mocked, ignored and dismissed Ms Dhu. On camera,
often on a daily basis."⁶
Pilger recounts his own experience of visiting the Aboriginal

Aboriginal children in detention and fighting for the rights of

through a donation, a story share on your social media
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to make the decisions as to what defines good health on behalf

is not defined simply as a physical piece of earth, but the

of all its citizens by investing heavily in western medicine and

combination of an individual’s birthplace, where their parents

hospitals.

died, and spaces where important life events take place; their
identity is bound to a sense of belonging with the land.

CONFLICTING MODELS OF CARE

WHAT WESTERN HEALTHCARE MEANS FOR ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDERS
BY KARI NICHOLAS
T

In contrast to the biomedical method discussed above, ATSI

It is further believed that a member of the community dies

employs the holistic model of health: the collective wellbeing

outside of their country, their spirit is trapped in purgatory

of the body, the mind, and the spirit, for the individuals as well

with no hope of reincarnation, and no hope of meeting

as the whole community. The ATSI concept of health is more

deceased loved ones on the spiritual plane. Amongst kin,

significant than the simple absence of disease. The biomedical

the patient can transfer sacred knowledge through the oral

model of western medicine employed by mainstream

storytelling practice honoured by ATSI. In turn, the family

healthcare focuses almost exclusively on curative measures

can perform ritual cleansing and administer traditional

for the body, a sharp divergence with ATSI qualitative values.

medicines, both of which are considered holy and necessary to

Further alienating them from mainstream healthcare is the

properly release the spirit of the dying individual. Performing

entrenched fear and mistrust of government institutions

the ceremonies of smoking grass and marking the land with

linked back to colonisation and collective historical suffering.

red ochre along with singing and wailing in mourning for
the deceased is best done on the land where the family feels

To begin healing the relationship between ATSI and the state,

respected and safe, not judged or gawked at as they might be

it is imperative to recognise the desire for agency and self-

in a hospital where such displays are not seen as fitting with

determination in making decisions regarding ATSI health

the Western paradigm of grieving.

under the holistic model. This should include acknowledging
the historical context framing their view of mainstream

The “gap” between ATSI and non-ATSI health outcomes

governance in Australia, and considering the literacy and

plainly shows the continued legacy of colonialism and

language barriers that may be present. The ATSI view of

resulting disadvantages. At present, the inflexible health

conventional healthcare is infused with mistrust after decades

system protocols built by the Australian government around

of shifting government approaches to welfare, and a dearth of

the dominant Western culture and biomedical model of care

health promotional materials that adequately educate ATSI.

demand quantitative outcomes that clashes with the holistic

Since colonisation, ATSI has felt an expectation from society,

model honoured by ATSI.

he pattern of poor health outcomes of Aboriginal and

that ATSI patients have the same health goals as their Western

real and perceived, that the ATSI will eventually adapt to the

Torres Strait Islanders (hereafter referred to as ATSI) are

counterparts.

“superior” Western way of life and corresponding beliefs. It is

A new metric is needed to determine the success of healthcare

only in recent years that an attempt has been made to address

programs, a framework for measuring outcomes that is

underpinned by layers of social and historical factors. Although
the stakeholders in ATSI health share the common goal of

Since its introduction in 2008, two prime ministers have called

the social determinants of health – education deficits, poor

qualitative rather than quantitative. For example: studies into

eliminating disparities, each has their own perceptions and

for ATSI to better assimilate to western society, questioning

nutrition, and racial discrimination to name a few - that have

Aboriginal Liaison officers and Indigenous-led healthcare

biases about the definition of good health and the provision of

the validity of Indigeneity and harkening back to an era of

created the current disparities.

facilities have proven that programs run by the people being

healthcare.

rehoming ATSI children and encouraging a conversion to

serviced have greater rates of return visits and better health

Christianity. The government has attempted to incorporate

Differing relationships with death clearly illustrates the

outcomes¹. Despite this evidence, the Australian government

The Australian government priorities are quantitative:

culturally competent care by promoting and funding

cultural divide in addressing health disparities. Western

remains obtuse: funding for Indigenous-led Close the Gap

Health disparities are a major cause of concern for a first

Aboriginal Controlled Community Health Organisations

culture teaches that death is an enemy to be fought and

projects has been cut by a third since the initiative was

world country’s standing within the global community. The

(ACCHOs): health centres that were created in the 1970s in

overcome with science, medicine and hospitalisation.

launched in 2008, Malcolm Turnbull has rejected the proposed

government is attempting to address the discrepancy in ATSI

answer to ATSI demands for self-governing healthcare that

According to the spiritual beliefs of the ATSI, death is not

indigenous voice to parliament, and he has called for a

health and education outcomes with the ‘Closing the Gap’

met their unique needs. This reveals the second undermining

something to be feared; rather it is a part of the life-death-

“refresh” of the CTG targets to be unveiled in July – without

initiative: A wide-ranging project intended to acknowledge the

factor: The quantitative measures of success set out by the

life cycle of the soul along the journey of reincarnation.

consultation with the indigenous population as to whether a

damage wrought by colonialism and build partnerships with

government to maintain or increase funding are at odds

Indigenous people embrace death as part of putting the needs

refresh is merited. Until indigenous people and their beliefs

the ATSI communities. This goal is undermined in two ways:

with ATSI qualitative health values, further entrenching the

of the spirit and the needs of the community above physical

are raised up as the centrepiece for health promotion and

First, the Closing the Gap initiative does not explicitly address

paternalistic relationship between ATSI and the state. Rather

health, by returning to the country to die. One of the reasons

planning, the gap will remain wide open. You can take action

the social determinants of health as set out by the World

than utilising a reciprocal model to bring about the mutual

a hospitalised patient may wish to return is the complex,

by signing the OXFAM petition² demanding equity in the

Health Organisation, instead working with the assumption

goal of improved healthcare results, the government continues

transcendent connection ATSI have for the land. “Country”

provision of culturally safe healthcare.
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lingers, the reality of Kosovo in 1999 more closely resembled

Government. Other militia groups are active and terrorising

a vicious civil war, with what Chomsky has called “scattered”⁴

the populace throughout the country, the economy is

ethnic cleansing attacks committed against civilians by both

destroyed, public services such as the medical system and

sides. It was not until NATO’s illegal 78-day bombing campaign judiciary have been dismantled, and over 200 000 people have
that conditions were created for the situation to deteriorate

been internally displaced¹⁵ and subjected to torture, forced

further. Before the bombing, around 2 500 people had been

labour and sexual violence.

killed⁵ in a patchwork of ethnic violence, largely between Serb
and Albanian civilians. While the situation was terrible, both

In their 2016 report on the Libya intervention, the British

NATO and OSCE reports in the lead up to the bombing do

House of Commons Foreign Relations Committee found that

not show signs of violence accelerating towards genocide.⁶ ⁷

the potential for genocide was exaggerated by rebel groups

⁸ However, the chaos and violence inflicted by the bombing of

and Western powers, and the intervention was based on “little

military and civilian infrastructure created the conditions for

intelligence.”¹⁶ While Qaddafi’s rule was both dictatorial and

a concerted campaign of ethnic cleansing, resulting in 10 000

often brutal, Libya had made strides forward in women’s

people killed, 1.4 million people driven from their homes⁹, the

rights and equality¹⁷, and had become the richest and most

destruction of the economy, and flooding nearby Albania and

developed country in Africa whilst remaining debt free¹⁸.

Macedonia with refugees housed in precarious camps.

Turning this country into a quagmire of death and dissolution
was not a success for the citizens of Libya, and Qaddafi, while a

Almost 20 years on, Kosovo has spent nearly ten years under

horrendous dictator, was no more so than the leaders of other

an inadequate UN protectorate that allowed violence to

longstanding ‘friends’ of the USA.

continue¹⁰, and has been independent for almost ten years. As

BLOOD BEGETS BLOOD

of November 2017 there are still 201,047 registered internal

‘Humanitarian’ military interventions should never be

displaced people in Serbia, mainly from Kosovo¹¹, corruption

referred to as a success. They are a failure of prevention. In

renders effective governance and economic revival impossible,

this country our Governments have been perfectly happy to

and the war remains a palpable wound to many of its citizens¹². support the USA’s interventions, joining in the bombings and
There were no easy answers to the situation in Kosovo 1999.

arming competing sides. Meanwhile, programs that would

However, the argument for the intervention relies purely

help prevent these catastrophes, such as increased foreign aid,

on the counter-factual assertion that not intervening would

building diplomatic ties, rethinking sanctions, increasing aid

have left a worse humanitarian situation despite evidence to

to refugees, accepting refugees, and fostering civil society in

the contrary. The stark reality is that Kosovo is a shattered

troubled regions, are neglected and defunded. We are willing

region still far from recovery and that the NATO bombing

to pour our blood and treasure into the acceleration of killing,

and occupation contributed, and likely facilitated, this state of

but never to prevent it, and never to protect its victims.

affairs.

Instead, we continue their abuse.

purportedly coming nuclear talks with the Democratic People’s conflicts will likely be publicly justified under the modern

Turning to the Middle East, the now seven-year-old

Please reach out to Amnesty International and urge your

Republic of Korea, and has been sliding towards increased

rubric of ‘global security’ and ‘humanitarian intervention’ for

intervention in Libya is often presented as a successful

MP to both end the harmful practices on Manus, to say no to

involvement in Syria due to chemical weapons attacks that

the good of the people of Iran, Syria, or North Korea.

case of humanitarian intervention. The reality is that while

‘humanitarian’ wars, and to increase foreign aid.

THE CASE AGAINST ‘HUMANITARIAN’ INTERVENTION
BY THOMAS ABILDGAARD

A

t the time of writing the US has pulled out of the

at non-military solutions, pointedly backing out of existing

joint nuclear deal with Iran, has all but sabotaged the

solutions, and sabotaging potential solutions, these coming

the intervention resulted in the capture, brutal torture, and

have just now been reported by the OPCW as likely, but have
not been attributed to the al-Assad government¹. Meanwhile,

Beginning in the early 1990s there has been a movement in

summary execution of former leader Muammar Qaddafi¹³,

the US has left many of their key diplomatic posts empty and

international relations towards a consensus that states have

it also led to countless civilian deaths, escalated the conflict

is cutting funding² to the State Department. The hollowing

a ‘Responsibility to Protect’—known as R2P—their citizens,

beyond any possible resolution, and left a once prosperous

out of diplomatic options and appointment of warmongers

which if they fail through oppression, genocide, or other

state in ruins. According to Human Rights Watch, the initial

like John Bolton, suggests it is likely that the US will enter

crimes against humanity, could justify military intervention

2011 US-NATO air strikes resulted in the deaths of 72 civilians,

a military conflict in one of these areas in the near future.

from other concerned states. The NATO intervention in Kosovo

at least one-third of them children¹⁴. As of 2017, war crimes

However despite numerous US conflicts, the US Congress

during 1999 is often seen as the first real test case of R2P and

including summary executions, civilian disappearances and

has not declared an official ‘State of War’ since 1942, and it is

is often held up as an unmitigated success in halting what was

corpse desecrations continue as the UN-backed Government

unlikely they will here³. Rather, despite inadequate attempts

presented as an emerging genocide. While that perspective

of National Accord compete for power with the Interim
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he desperate plight of the Rohingya in recent months

preferring to use the watered down ‘ethnic cleansing’ which is

has rightly evoked international outrage. On 1 May 2018,

encapsulated under ‘crimes against humanity’. This is because

UNICEF reported¹ that since August 2017, approximately 655,

genocide holds an elevated place in the hierarchy of crimes;

000 Rohingya had fled Myanmar to neighbouring states. Vivid

it is considered the most egregious resulting in great caution

recounts of mass extrajudicial killings, arson, rape, torture

around its use. This distinction is evident in the complex legal

and mutilation² have prompted the international community

definition which consists of three separate requirements,

to finally condemn³ Myanmar’s leaders for the systemic abuse

each featuring numerous elements and thresholds. A further

of a people within their nation’s borders. While the spike of

complication is the fact that the ICC has never convicted an

the crisis appears to have passed, the attempt to hold the

individual of genocide : limited resources, lack of state support

perpetrators accountable has only just begun.

and selectivity of the cases so far presented are some reasons
why this is the case¹⁰. It is therefore likely that the pursuit

On 9 April 2018, International Criminal Court Prosecutor

of a genocide charge will adhere to the case law stemming

Fatou Bensouda requested a determination from the judges⁴

from the International Criminal Tribunals of Rwanda and

as to whether the ICC has the jurisdiction to open a probe

the former Yugoslavia respectfully, with the judgements of

into the crisis in Myanmar. The determination is necessary

Akayesu¹¹, Kayishema and Ruzindana¹², Krstic, and Blagovoc

as Myanmar is not a signatory to the Rome Statute⁵ which

and Jokic¹³ the most informative.

would have automatically granted the ICC jurisdiction.
An investigation could have been launched had Myanmar

Article 6 of the Rome Statute uses the definition of genocide

accepted the ICC’s jurisdiction (Rome Statute Article 12(3)) or if

from the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of

the United Nations Security Council referred the situation to

the Crime of Genocide¹⁴. It states that: ‘For the purpose of this

the ICC (Rome Statute Article 13 (b)) but both of these avenues

Statute, ‘genocide’ means any of the following act committed

remain unemployed. Prosecutor Bensouda’s argument is

with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,

unique⁶ as it attempts to utilise the Rome Statute membership

racial or religious group as such:

of Bangladesh and the crime of deportation to justify the

a) Killing members of the group;

jurisdiction of the ICC. The success of this endeavour will

b) Causing serious bodily harm or mental harm to 			

be revealed eventually. In the interim, advocates have an

members of the group;

opportunity to turn their minds to the legal requirements of

c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life 		

the crimes with which the perpetrators could be charged with.

calculated to bring about its physical destruction in 		
whole or in part;

JUSTICE IN MYANMAR

CAN THE PERPETRATORS BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR GENOCIDE?
BY ADRIENNE RINGIN

The ICC’s jurisdiction, found in Article 5 of the Rome Statute,

d) Imposing measure intended to prevent births within 		

is limited to the “most serious crimes of concern to the

the group;

international community as a whole” – genocide, crimes

e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another 		

against humanity, war crimes and the crime of aggression.

group’

The UN’s Special Rapporteur to Myanmar Yanghee Lee,
told the Human Rights Council⁷ in March that she was

The three separate requirements are the ‘acts’ requirement,

‘increasingly of the opinion that the events in the Rakhine

the ‘group’ requirement and the ‘dolus specialis’ or ‘special

State bear the hallmarks of genocide’. Indeed, accounts of the

intent’ requirement. The ‘acts’ requirement is set out in the

act perpetrated against the Rohingya are strikingly similar

subparagraphs of the definition featuring subtle nuances

to those acts perpetrated against the Tutsi population of

which prevent this requirement from being straightforward.

Rwanda⁸ in 1994 and the Muslim population of Srebrenica⁹

For example, Akayesu ruled that intent and knowledge must be

during the Yugoslavian conflict – both atrocities later branded

displayed to qualify as ‘killing’ while Kayishema and Ruzindana

as genocide.

found that ‘conditions of life’ has been said to include instances
of rape, lack of hygiene, medical care, excessive work and

But what does it entail to charge an individual with the

physical exertion. There is a real possibility that one or more of

crime of genocide? So far, the international community

these acts could be found to apply to the Rohingyan crisis.

has demonstrated a great reluctance to use this term,
22
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The protected groups are the ones enumerated explicitly
in the list. These terms remain mostly undefined, allowing
case-by-case determinations to be made using both subjective
and objective criteria (as determined in Nahimana¹⁵) but
using the broad parameters established in Akayesu. ‘National’
groups people with a common legal bond based on a common
citizenship, while ‘ethnical’ is considered to be more cultural.
‘Racial’ applies to those bound by common descent, with
‘religious’ binding people through common theistic beliefs.
The list has been interpreted as exhaustive resulting in social
and political groups being excluded. The Rohingya would likely
qualify as a national, ethnical or religious group.
The ‘dolus specialis’ is the requirement which distinguishes
the crime of genocide from the crime against humanity. It
is also the requirement which is usually the downfall of the
prosecution as it is incredibly hard to obtain evidence of an
individual’s specific intent to destroy, in whole or in part,
a group. Direct evidence, such as government documents
ordering one of the above acts, is rare. Tyrannical governments
learnt the lessons of the Holocaust in that respect. Prosecutors
are therefore forced to rely on circumstantial evidence such as
speeches, the presence and conduct of officials at killings and
the nature and scope of control. Additionally, a determination
of genocidal intent can only be made where it is the ‘only
reasonable inference from the totality of the evidence’¹⁶ .
Where another inference is plausible, the special intent cannot
be established, obliterating the chance of a conviction of
genocide.
The choice to pursue genocide in this situation would be
precarious but not impossible. Of course, there are additional
challenges¹⁷ that would need to be overcome due to the
imperfect system of the ICC, such as the reliance placed on
states to transfer the accused to the Court. It is also important
to continue to support the victims during these legal
deliberations. Bangladesh, which hosts most of the refugees,
is about to enter into its monsoon season. Agencies are
anticipating flooding¹⁸ in the refugee camps, resulting in more
chaos and uncertainty for those who have already suffered
enough. While it is imperative to work towards a legal solution,
also consider making a pledge here to count your voice among
those who stand against violations of international law.
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Statelessness refers to a person that is not considered as a

Furthermore, Myanmar is party to the United Nations

national by any state under the operation of law². Citizenship

Convention of the Rights of the Child⁷ and is therefore legally

is the prerequisite for unlimited access to the most basic and

responsible for ensuring that children, born in Myanmar,

fundamental human rights. Alarmingly, around one million

do not become stateless and suffer human rights violations.

people living in Myanmar, most of them children, women

Although the Convention is not legally enforceable due to

and disabled, as well as ethnic minorities, are left helpless in

state sovereignty, Myanmar could fulfil its obligations with

times of civil war and a military government. The current legal

an implementation of double ius soli law, which would mean

framework for citizenship in place from 1982 is based on the

that only one of the child’s parents must be born on Myanmar

1948 Citizenship Law, but the law has been revised to remove

territory to grant the child’s citizenship.

the previously existing options of naturalisation and jus soli

THE RISING PROBLEM OF
STATELESSNESS IN MYANMAR
AND HOW IT FUELS THE
ROHINGYA CRISIS
BY JULIA BOLTEN

Myanmar’s people have suffered the longest civil war to date

Muslim or Rakhine communities.

since its independence in 1948, involving dozens of armed
conflicts against the government. The ethnic and religious

At the heart of Myanmar’s crisis is its growing problem of

minorities in Myanmar are one of the largest and most at-

statelessness. The UNHCR has reported that over 938,000

risk stateless groups in the world. Approximately 120,000

Burmese people remain stateless¹. While it’s an official

people are still dispersed in refugee camps for Internally

statistic, this estimate does not even consider people that are

Displaced People (IDPs). The communities that make up the

indirectly affected by the conflict. Statelessness is still a major

minority groups have further suffered from a lack of political

problem in terms of peace building and democratisation. This

representation and are generally excluded from Myanmar’s

calls for the need for revising Myanmar’s citizenship law to

body politic. Efforts by the Government to verify citizenship

tackle the issue of statelessness.

claims have failed to win the confidence and faith of either

provisions and is thereby a highly ethnic act, that excludes

It is the state’s responsibility to ensure that all children have

persons from full citizenship who are not considered as

equal access to education in Myanmar’s official language,

indigenous people.

irrespective of religion, ethnicity, race, gender or citizenship
status. Citizenship is also an essential part of identity-building

The 1982 Citizenship Law states that, “[r]acially, only pure

and thereby of particular importance for adolescents.

blooded nationals will be called citizens”.³ The current list of
‘pure blooded’ includes only very few ethnic groups, namely

From a legal perspective, it is necessary to improve Myanmar’s

the Bamar, Chin, Kayah, Kayin, Mon, Rakhine and Shan. The

current constitution in terms of democratisation, as well as

idea of “indigenous”’ was created to distinguish nationals from

to alter the Citizenship Law. It would be desirable to go back

foreigners and this legal distinction is now used by Myanmar’s

to the former idea stated by the Deputy Chairman of the

government to exclude parts of society.

Governor’s Executive Council Aung San, who noted that, “the
future Constitution of Burma should be that of an independent

Stateless people are still excluded from the participation

sovereign republic … that provides adequate safeguards

of elections and social welfare and consequently have their

for minorities”.⁸ The current citizenship law needs to be

fundamental human rights routinely violated. A large number

aligned with international standards and treaties, especially

of Muslims in Rakhine are owners of a Temporary Residency

concerning Articles 7 (Registration, name, nationality, care)

Card (TRC) which is considered as an official ID Card allowing

and 8 (Preservation of identity) of the Convention on the

its holders to vote.⁴ In 2015, a decision by the Constitutional

Rights of the Child.⁹ The situation in Myanmar shows the

Tribunal changed this, and TRCs were revoked, along with

vulnerability that follows from being stateless. Hundreds of

all rights that accompanied ownership, therefore banning

thousands of Rohingya refugees remain trapped in refugee

the vast majority of Muslims in the state from voting in

camps in Bangladesh, where they live in a state of limbo, with

the 2015 general elections.⁵ Moreover, as political parties

poor access to healthcare, food, clean water, and are subject

must be founded, chaired and registered by citizens – and

to physical and sexual abuse. In order for a lasting peace to be

all members running for political office must be citizens⁶ –

secured, whereby Myanmar’s peoples can enjoy their human

Muslims in Rakhine have been left entirely without political

rights in a democratic regime, an overhaul of Myanmar’s

representation, both at the Union and State level.

Citizenship Law is required first.

The human rights of more than one million people are

The UNCHR made a commitment to end statelessness by

regularly violated without any recognition or possibility for

2024. To reach that goal, it is important that we work together,

legal protection. This strengthens the need for a revised and

identify the scope of the problem and find solutions.

inclusive citizenship law that gives Muslims in Rakhine the
right to vote and in turn, helps transform Myanmar into a

To take action, help the people in Myanmar by supporting

democratic state. However, state-endorsed discrimination

Amnesty International’s Rohingya appeal. A donation can go

often takes place regardless of an individual’s citizenship

a long way in ensuring Rohingya refugees are looked after in

status. For example, Burmese authorities still refuse to use the

refugee camps. Join the appeal.

name Rohingya and call this ethnic minority group, “Bengalis”.
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Brazil’s military occupation in Rio de Janeiro’s slums, also

The Executive-Director of Amnesty International Brazil,

coined ‘favelas’ brings an end to the New Republic era,

Jurema Werneck, believes that the federal intervention in Rio

which began in 1985, after nearly twenty years of military

de Janeiro cannot be justified. She explains that, “the state

dictatorship. It brings back a time when human rights

does not lead the cases of violent homicides in the country,

have officially taken a back seat. The federal intervention

and there was not a violence outbreak during Carnival. The

sanctioned by President Michel Temer on the 16th of February

decision was not based on impartial data”.

2018 endorses poverty as a crime that must be fought in
Rio’s streets and slums and ties the value of life to the socio-

According to the Brazilian Forum on Public Safety statistics,

economic background of its peoples. President Temer’s new

Rio de Janeiro is the tenth most violent state in Brazil, when

policy declares war against its people.

considering the rate of murder. Sergipe, in the Northeast,
takes the first on the list, where people are twice as likely to

“It is a historic moment in Brazil. The democracy is threatened

be violently killed in the country. However, there is no federal

and the army is occupying the streets”, the Secretary-General

intervention in Sergipe.

of the Federation of Favelas of the State of Rio de Janeiro
(FAFERJ), Fillipe dos Anjos warns.

“Favelas are not a military issue. We want patrolling, we
want safety, but the police can’t solve the social issues in the

Filipe’s statement is fraught with concerns about the future of

communities.”

Brazil. According to him, the upcoming presidential elections

BRAZIL UNDER MILITARY
CONTROL: THE WAR AGAINST
THE LOWER CLASS

HOW FIGHTING CRIME IN RIO DE JANEIRO’S FAVELAS VIOLATES THE HUMAN
RIGHTS OF ITS CITIZENS AND THREATENS THE COUNTRY’S DEMOCRACY
BY THAÍS SABINO

in October 2018 might be suspended. Indeed, Fillipe remarks

The economic crisis in Brazil has hit Rio de Janeiro the

that, “if the politicians and private interests do not match with

hardest. “Since 2015, Brazil faces major setbacks in the matters

the democratic results, we can expect handlings”.

of social rights. Education and the healthcare sector are in
crisis. It’s important to highlight that the freezing of the

“Brazil has a predatory upper class, considered as the enemy

social spending for twenty years, approved in 2016, has had

of people, and a mediocre middle and working class, who

significant impacts on people lives”, the Director of the Favelas

are considered as empty, lacking knowledge. The sanctioned

Observatory, Raquel Willadino states.

military raids in Rio’s favelas create discrimination and fear,
which fuels strong political capital. Fearful people are easier to

But for Michel Temer, the austerity bill proposed to freeze

manipulate”, Fillipe states.

public spending for the next two decades, the PEC 55,
was indispensable to centralising his power. He took over

The government has attempted to justify its policy on the use

the presidency from Dilma Roussef after an eight-month

of military force against poor communities living in slums

impeachment process that was concluded in August 2016.

with contentious research. President Temer announced that

Brazil was facing a debilitating recession and Temer approved

federal intervention was needed after a report came out over

this reform in an alleged attempt to set the country back on

recorded cases of violence in Rio during the Carnival season,

track.

Brazil’s largest cultural party and tourist event.
The situation in Rio de Janeiro was already catastrophic in
However, according to the Institute of Public Security of Rio

late 2015 as a state emergency was declared in the public

de Janeiro (ISP), there were no substantial changes in terms

healthcare sector that year. Police officers went on strike for

of the rate of violence during the festivities, compared to the

late salary payments and lack of equipment and materials in

past three years. While in 2018, 5,865 cases were registered

the workplace such as toilet paper in 2016, and schools were

by the police, in 2017 there were 5,773 occurrences, which can

closed in order to stave off public costs. When the PEC 55 came

be challenged, considering the police went on strike during

into effect, it complicated the situation even more.

that period. In the Carnival season of 2016, 9,016 cases were
reported to the authorities and, in 2015, the total stemmed at

The government’s investment in a military operation

9,062.
In a country rife with public funding slashes, a deteriorating
28
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The report, Military Action in Favelas: The Impact on the

coverage and role of the military operation. Bruno explained

Life of Young Black People, states that women are victims of

that in particular, the media’s key impact on Brazilian society

sexual harassment by soldiers, people are punished for walking is the creation of ‘status’ and the culture of ‘citizenship by
around the streets without identification and that there is a

consumption’. According to Bruno, individuals ingesting news

constant abuse of power. Raquel explains that the favelas in

are persuaded to believe that to be part of society they must

Rio de Janeiro were set as “enemies” in a “war scenario.” In this

present a predetermined image, have a particular appearance,

context, the deaths during confrontations between the police

material belongings and status. People living in favelas don’t

and criminals are considered ‘collateral damage.’

belong to this social world.

In 2007, during the military intervention in the favela Maré,
there were 41 operations. The health centers were inoperable

On the contrary, people living in favelas deal with the

for 45 days and schools were closed for 35 days due to

criminalisation of poverty by the media and society, and are

shootings between criminals and the police. 42 people in total

subject to arbitrary police actions. While the independent

were killed as casualties.

press covers the most violent cases of abuse during
interventions, the mass media only produces fragmented and

“We have the most lethal police in the world”, Fillipe remarks.

out-of- context news that are frequently tied to ideological

He highlights that, “one third of Rio de Janeiro’s population

agendas. This serves to alienate Brazil’s upper class and middle

live in favelas and among them 99% are workers and not

class society from the struggles of people living in slums, and

criminals.”

further cultivates a false perception of Rio’s poor as ‘criminals’
that must be ‘put down’ and met with excessive force.

When the government transforms poor people into enemies
of the state and places troops trained to ‘kill the enemy’

Join the fight

in favelas, it creates a war which Fillipe describes as an
occurrence in its early stages of a, “youth genocide.” The people Ignorance is the main barrier to establish human rights
healthcare system and disgruntled police force, the

Favelas backstage

government’s decision to militarily intervene in Rio’s favelas
couldn’t come at a worse time. While military intervention in

A citizen living in the favelas who wishes to remain

slums isn’t a new scheme in Rio, with previous involvement

anonymous, discloses what happened on the 25th of January

having taken place in slums such as the Alemão Complex,

2018. He heard four gunshots, they pierced through the

Providência, Maré, and Rocinha, these schemes are “expensive

window and he saw pieces of glass in all corners of the

and ineffective”, Fillipe notes. According to the FAFERJ, the

house. He took his wife and crawled to the kitchen, trying to

intervention in the favela Maré cost approximately $650,00

find shelter. “It felt like the world was coming to an end”, he

per day over 14 months, in 2014 and 2015 respectively. On

remembers. On the 25th of January 2018, a shooting incident

the other hand, around $113 million were applied on policies

between the police and criminals took place in the favela

focused on social development.

Rocinha. Once the gunshots stopped, the couple could hear
people screaming for help. They weren’t the only ones caught

Despite this financial investment, Raquel reveals that no

in the situation.

effective results were achieved by the operation since "Brazil
witnessed human rights violations and increased insecurity.”

On the 27th of January, the waiter Samuel Ferreira Coelho,

The unpopular and segregating policies are part of a

known as Samuca, was killed during a shooting between the

continuous administration pattern in Rio de Janeiro. History

police and criminals in the north part of the capital. According

teacher, Joao Claudio Platenik Pitillo, shares his opinion on

to Raquel, “in 2017, 1,124 people were killed during military

such policies, commenting that: “Thirty-four years after the

operations in Rio de Janeiro, and 134 police officers lost their

end of the military dictatorship, and the Rio de Janeiro state is

lives.” Raquel also said that Brazil routinely registers 60,000

still in between violence, ignorance and the military boots”.

homicides per year and that most victims are young, black and
live in favelas.
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within these favelas have no access to education, healthcare,

for Brazil’s lower class citizens. News of the state violence

culture or any program that could help them build a better

plaguing Rio’s slums must be spread and subsequently

life and raise them up from poverty. Instead of directing state

addressed through awareness-raising measures. Social

resources to helping them overcome their obstacles, the state

media is a strong start. Using its Facebook page and website,

has slashed public spending and has further instigated fear

FAFERJ reports on this issue in the favelas, while the Favelas

and paranoia in the favelas, which has made change almost

Observatory fights social inequalities by developing practices

impossible.

aimed toward protecting the human rights of Brazil’s lower
class citizens in popular spaces. They are both important

“The police officer is the last state agent that should be in

organisations to follow as they shed light on ongoing human

favelas.”

rights violations in Rio de Janeiro.

The favelas in Rio de Janeiro need a social intervention,

Amnesty International Brazil is also campaigning against the

according to FAFERJ. Schools, hospitals, jobs and programs

military intervention and human rights violations in Rio de

focused on the young generation must be part of the plan

Janeiro. In particular, Amnesty Brazil calls for the murderer of

against violence, as a means to combat social inequality.

councilwoman Marielle Franco to be caught and tried. Killed

However, military actions to combat violence are expensive

on the 14th of March 2018, Marielle was a champion fighter to

and have turned out to be a proven failure within the country.

stop the violence in Rio’s slums and has in the past denounced
political corruption entrenched in Brazil’s political system.

The media’s role
Journalists Victor Hugo Soares Quintan and Bruno Motta
created the Facebook page, The Federal Intervention in
Rio de Janeiro Observatory, in order to monitor the press
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or most women of childbearing age in Australia,

They are not meant to bathe themselves, even using a separate

menstruation does not greatly impact their lives. When

water source⁹. Entering temples and attending school is not

that ‘time of the month’ approaches, one can simply visit a

permitted¹⁰. Even reading books have been banned in some

nearby supermarket and choose from the large variety of

cases¹¹, perhaps on the basis that books are often a shared item

pads and tampons, with all their colourful packaging. Pain

and must therefore be saved from ‘contamination’.

relief medication is available for dealing with cramps. Aside
from the unfortunate women with medical issues such as

Perhaps harshest of all is the banishment of women from the

endometriosis, having a period is, simply put, not that big of a

family home during their period. It is feared that allowing a

deal.

menstruating woman to remain in the home, or to partake in
any of the aforementioned activities, will anger certain gods

PUNISHED FOR THEIR PERIODS
A LOOK AT WOMEN AND THE CHHAUPADI RITUAL IN NEPAL
BY ROSALYN WOOD

However, there is a part of the world where having a period

or spirits and result in bad luck falling upon the entire family

is definitely considered a ‘big deal’. It results in menstruating

- snake infestations, sick animals and collapsing houses are

women being deprived of many basic needs for several days

some examples¹². Staying outside the home generally involves

each month. It can, in the worst scenarios, even lead to their

residing in a crude, makeshift hut known variously as a

death.

‘chhaugot’, a ‘chhau’ or a ‘goth’.

In western Nepal, many women are subject to a ritual known

Despite the often freezing temperatures of the Himalayas,

as Chhaupadi (pronounced like ‘cheow-poddi’). This ritual

Chhaupadi dictates that women may only use a small, coarse

is based on the idea that a menstruating woman is impure,

blanket for warmth while in the hut¹³. Because the huts are

contagious and a harbinger of bad luck. The severity of the

so small, they often lack appropriate ventilation for a fire,

Chhaupadi ritual varies between villages and individual

although many women will understandably build one anyway.

families. However, generally speaking, Chhaupadi can impact

Tragically, this has resulted in numerous women dying from

a woman’s diet, education, personal hygiene, education and

smoke inhalation/asphyxiation¹⁴. They are also at risk of

social interactions. It has been recognised as a form of violence snakebites, attacks from wild animals such as jackals, and even
against women¹.

rapes or abductions¹⁵. Occasionally the women may be sharing
the huts with other menstruating women¹⁶, but they are often

Menstruation in the remote regions of Nepal is already a

completely alone, with no one to watch out for them.

difficult business. The absence of rubbish collection, combined
with lack of availability of pad and tampons, means that

Women with post-partum bleeding are also subject to

women are often forced to use rags to collect their menstrual

Chhaupadi¹⁷. Unless her family has access to another lactating

flow, which is much less hygienic. Chhaupadi adds to these

woman, or to baby formula, it is necessary for the newborn

difficulties - women are not allowed to eat fruit, vegetables,

baby to accompany its mother while she is staying in the hut.

yoghurt, butter, meat or to drink milk². It is widely believed

This results in the isolation of both mother and child at an

that if a menstruating woman touches a cow or goat, the

incredibly vulnerable time.

animal’s milk will dry up or turn to blood³. Similarly, touching
fruit trees will result in the tree becoming ‘cursed’ and never

Nepal is divided up into seven provinces, which are then

again bearing fruit⁴. The diet of women subject to Chhaupadi

further separated into seventy-seven different districts.

is subsequently very limited – outside of dry foods, rice and

Chhaupadi is practised frequently in the mid and far-western

salt, little else is available⁵.

districts, hilly and rural places that are often only accessible
by foot. The main districts of concern have been identified

It is forbidden for women to touch non-menstruating people,

as Accham, Baitadi, Bajura, Bajhang, Dadeldhura, Dailekh,

their food or their possessions⁶. Using shared water sources

Darchula, Dolpa, Doti, Huma, Jajarkot, Jumla, Kalikot and

and toilets is not allowed⁷. Women must therefore seek

Mugu.¹⁸

water from potentially unclean sources and risk becoming

34

ill, particularly if they are unable to boil the water first (there

While Chhaupadi (or at least, the confinement aspect) was

are some claims of women also being banned from cooking).⁸

officially outlawed by the Supreme Court of Nepal in 2005,
35

the practice has not yet ended, and women have therefore

consequences of stopping Chhaupadi that they are simply

continued to die.

willing to take the fine or jail time instead?²⁹ What about
in cases where it is the women themselves who insist that

In January 2018, a woman in her early twenties named Gauri

Chhaupadi is necessary - to prevent disaster falling upon

Kumari Bayak was found dead in a hut, believed to have

themselves or their family, or simply to follow tradition?³⁰ The

perished from smoke inhalation.¹⁹

latter reason was apparently the case with Ms Bayak – her
husband claimed that he did not force Chhaupadi on her, and

This is also the fate which befell 15-year-old Rohani Tirwu

that Ms Bayak had wanted to undertake the ritual, stating that

in December 2016.²⁰ Paradoxically, Rohani died in a town

women in her region had always done so.³¹

called Gajra, in the district of Accham. The previous year, the
Ministry of Women, Children and Social Welfare had declared

Various government and non-profit organisations have been

Gajra to be ‘Chhaupadi-free’.²¹

working hard to end Chhaupadi, in particular by providing sex
education so women and their families can understand that

18-year-old Tulasi Shahi’s family evidently did not share

menstruation is a natural function and not something to be

the superstition that menstruating women are toxic to

feared. However, there is a certain amount of resistance among

livestock, given that she was allowed to stay in an uncle’s

the locals.³² In some cases where huts have been destroyed,

cow shed rather than a tiny hut. This ultimately did not save

locals have rebuilt them after claiming that it caused various

her, however, as she died in July 2017 after being bitten by a

misfortunes.³³ As the death of Ms Tiwu sadly demonstrates, it

venomous snake.²²

is possible for a region to be declared ‘Chhaupadi-free’ only to
slide back into the practice afterwards.

The Chhaupadi ritual is said to have evolved from a
combination of local superstitions and Hinduism, although

Perhaps of one of the initiatives having the greatest impact

the exact nature of this is unclear. It is possible the taboo

so far is the Rato Baltin (‘Red Bucket) project³⁴, led by an NGO

against menstruating women originated from an ancient

called “be artsy”. In addition to holding workshops in sex

religion known as Vedism, on which modern Hinduism is

education, this project has also been providing women with

partly based.²³ Some scholars point to an ancient Vedic tale

hygiene kits containing menstrual cups. A menstrual cup is a

which describes the guilt of a group of women over a murder

bell-shaped object that is inserted into the vagina, fitting over

manifesting each month in the form of menstrual blood.²⁴

the cervix. It can be worn for the entire duration of a woman’s

There was also supposedly a Vedic rule that menstruating

period and collects all of the menstrual blood inside the body.

women should sleep apart from their husbands.²⁵ Other

Made from medical-grade silicon, a single cup can be cleaned

scholars, however, have defended Vedism, stating that there

(by boiling) and re-used for up to ten years.

is nothing in the four Vedas (a collection of ancient key texts)
which condemns menstruating women as being ‘impure’.²⁶

purchase the cups from another source, at an often prohibitive

whether the superstitions are mainly concerned with the loss

cost. Menstrual cups cannot be used for several weeks after

of blood itself. When asked this, Clara Garcia i Ortés, the CEO

giving birth, so young women in this situation would still face

and founder of be artsy, suggests that in addition to religion

exile to the huts. It also does not address the need to change

and superstition, “uncleanliness” is another factor: “We have

attitudes about Chhaupadi (which is where the project’s sex

to think [of] a typical Nepali house: they sleep, cook and eat

education workshops come in). Additionally, it is evident that

all together in the same room. With rags or nothing to stop

even some of those with the cups are still subject to some or

the bleeding, women are really ‘unclean’. With the menstrual

all of Chhaupadi’s restrictions, either because of community

cup, some families have seen that the blood doesn’t come out

pressure or their own beliefs. “We never tell girls that they

and girls are clean…together with the education that women

should stop their tradition,” Ms Ortés says. “Some of them tell

received they began to feel that they are not dirty and can go

us that when the old generation passes away they will stop…

inside.”

But if they themselves [want to] do Chhaupadi that is really
difficult to change.”

The Rato Baltin project is supported by a UK company called
Ruby Cup. Ruby Cup sells the menstrual cups to Rato Baltin,

The theoretical debate over the origins of Chhaupadi means

but also donates a number of them. These donated cups are

little to the women who continue to be affected by it, however.

specifically for girls in Nepal who are still attending school, in

Lawmakers have again stepped in, passing new legislation in

the hopes that their use of the cups will reduce absenteeism.

August 2017 which dictates penalties of a US $30 fine or three

Rato Baltin passes on the donated cups to school-age girls

months’ imprisonment for anyone who forces a woman to be

for free, and provides other women (up to age 20) with the

confined to a hut.²⁷ These new penalties do not take effect until purchased cups for a small fee of up to US $1.

Others are still sent outside, but have been allowed warmer
blankets. A small percentage of those provided with the cup

However, the way in which the project has positively impacted

were still subject to the full Chhaupadi ritual, but said that

the lives of many young girls and women cannot be denied.

they had at least been able to reduce the smell (recall that

Rato Baltin depends on donations to continue its work. To

Chhaupadi prohibits bathing, despite the supposed concerns

learn more about the project, or to donate, click here.

regarding ‘uncleanliness’). Ms Ortés says that while there are
some who initially refuse the cup on the first Rato Baltin visit,
they often change their minds after seeing the positive impact

August 2018²⁸, so the extent to which they will help prevent
Chhaupadi remains to be seen. History suggests, however,

Rato Baltin reports that the impact so far has been very

that laws alone are insufficient to protect women. There is

positive. Women have been able to eat fruit and vegetables,

the issue of enforcement – how will breaches be detected

drink milk, attend school and sleep at home during their

in these remote areas? Would women agree to report on

period. Because the blood is collected inside their body, some

their own family members? Are some locals so fearful of the

girls and women have been able to completely avoid their
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monthly stay in the huts. At this point, a question arises

on those who accept it. “The second time we go, more women
and girls want it when they see the others so happy!”
There are limits to the success of this menstrual cup
distribution.³⁵ As stated, the cups are currently only provided
to girls and women up to age 20. Older women would need to
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HOW ANIMAL RIGHTS DEFEND
HUMAN RIGHTS

EATING TO FIGHT WORLD HUNGER AND ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
BY HOLLY VOIGT

The shortage of food that leads to this malnourishment
problem is primarily related to the world’s exploding

Those who are marginalised, economically and culturally,

population and the sapping of the Earth’s vital resources –

are particularly vulnerable to climate change¹¹. Developing

land, water and energy. Studies show that meat production

countries in the warmer and drier parts of the world will suffer

and consumption, particularly as practised in the Western

crop reduction as temperature rises. Poorer countries also

world⁴, depletes these resources at a greater rate⁵.

suffer as natural disasters grow more frequent and, without
the resources needed to recover, are less likely to be able to

Quick facts:

develop out of poverty¹¹ ¹² ¹³.

- Producing 1 kg of animal protein requires about 100 times

A decade ago, in 2008, the FAO concluded in their report¹ ⁴ ³:

more water than producing 1 kg of grain protein⁵.

“Industrial animal agriculture is not a sustainable option
in a carbon-constrained world… The failures of industrial

- Currently, 36% of the calories produced by the world’s crops

animal agriculture, including its contribution to hunger and

are being used for animal feed and only 12% of those calories

greenhouse gas emissions, may have been unintentional,

later contribute to feeding humans⁶.

but that does not negate the hasty need for moving to more
environmentally sustainable and healthier methods of food

- Global calorie availability could be increased by as much as

production.”

70% by shifting crops away from animal feed and biofuels to
human consumption. That’s enough food to bear the weight of

Australians eat a lot of animal products. As a wealthy nation,

an additional 4 billion people⁶.

we are well-placed to make a significant impact on the strain
this kind of agriculture intensively places on the environment

- 15% of the world’s population located in high-income

and the most vulnerable peoples in the world. Shifting to diets

countries, focused on animal products, command 30% of the

with a greater share of plant-based foods can alleviate pressure

world’s food production resources. In contrast, low-income

on scarce land and water resources, reduce GHG emissions,

countries with 15% of the world’s population need only 8% of

and help sustainably feed an expanding population¹⁴.

the world’s production resources to satisfy their crop-based
diets⁷.

There is a symbiosis between the humanitarian and vegan
agendas. This reflects a world in which the fight for access to

A

The people of the world already need more food. It is in

food, safety and a healthy environment is inextricably linked to

developed, Western countries where meat consumption is at

how we consume. Eating with ethical concerns about animal

its most excessive and detrimental to the availability of food

issues in mind and pursuing humanitarian aims are not

now and into the future⁸ ⁴. A plant-based diet supports the

mutually exclusive. These issues are interconnected and relate

ustralia is now the third-fastest growing vegan market

relies on the idea that (a) a person can only care about one

production of the greatest caloric value for the least amount of

to each other in fundamental ways. There is significant overlap

in the world¹. There are now 2.25 million vegans in this

issue at a time, and (b) that ethical eating goals and promotion

land and resources consumed. As the world’s population and

in issues as large in scale as these: expanding production of

of human rights are at odds.

nourishment needs continue to expand⁷, a vegan, vegetarian or food to meet the needs of an expanding population, addressing

country² and the reasons for taking up this dietary decision

reduced meat-diet supports a planet on which people can more the world’s hunger and supporting the viability of Earth, the

are as broad as this cross-section of society would suggest.
Rather, humanitarianism and veganism work together in two
Veganism in the West, as a lifestyle choice, has its roots in

planet on which humans, animals, vegans and humanitarians
(or any combination of the above) must live together.

key ways:
Environmental destruction and the uneven distribution of its

the protection of non-human animals from torture and death
and a respect for the dignity of nonhuman animals. There is a

easily be fed.

Food Production and Feeding the World

impacts

If you’re looking for tips on how to make a change or more
information on veganism and plant-based diets, check out

popular idea or criticism of veganism that gets bandied about
and often thrown at new vegans by their baffled, omnivorous

According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)

Australia consistently tops the meat-eating charts, beating the

Vegan Australia or Animals Australia. Testing out vegan,

peers: That a vegan favours the rights of non-human animals

of the United Nations, 1 in 7 people on the planet do not get

US and other major consumers⁸ ⁹.; Factory farms, the engines

vegetarian or meat-reduction eating is an easy way to try

over those of human beings and the human habitat. This relies

enough food. That number represents 1 billion people who do

driving meat consumption in the West, produce immense

out a practice that supports a humanitarian lifestyle.

on a false dichotomy fallacy. There is no either/or when it

not consume the calories they need to be healthy³.

amounts of air and water pollution and accelerates the

comes to human and animal rights. This pick-a-team mentality

devastating impacts of climate change¹⁰.
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ADDRESSING THE ELEPHANT IN
THE ROOM
THE GROWING ISSUE OF CLIMATE REFUGEES
BY JULIJA VELJKOVIC

communities. Environmental-degradation events and disasters due to dryland desertification⁸, while Hurricane Maria in
as a result of climate change further violate the human rights

Puerto Rico forced thousands to find new homes in the United

of people caught in the middle. For example, a long-term

States. The famine crisis in East Africa, droughts in Somalia,

effect of a community flooding is that children are unable to

Pakistan, and the earthquake in Nepal in 2015, all demonstrate

go to school, thereby impacting upon their right to having

the devasting impact climate change has on people, as it can

an education, while many might be unable to receive medical

leave communities shattered, without shelter, clean water and

attention, which would threaten their right to healthcare. As

basic supplies⁹.

the ‘unpredictable ingredient’, climate change has a knockon effect on the human rights of people impacted and further

Complexities involved

carries the potential to fuel local and international conflicts
with devastating consequences.⁴

While there is a consensus within the international
community that climate migration is an emerging security

The picture already looks grim. Around the globe, desperate

threat, it is still a relatively new concept that needs further

families fleeing war and persecution are being turned away

studying. It’s hard to pinpoint precisely how many people are

from borders, refugee camps are dangerously overcrowded,

driven from their homes as a result of climate change for a

and approximately 3,100 migrants⁵ are dying at sea every

host of reasons. Firstly, it is difficult to separate environmental

year to reach European shores. Australia alone is locking up

drivers of migration from the economic, social, political and

refugees who arrive by boat in its offshore detention centres,

demographic aspects¹⁰ that also influence a person’s decision

and at home, its crippling asylum seeker policies are pushing

to migrate. Secondly, there are competing definitions as

refugees into homelessness and destitution. Neither individual

to what forced displacement due to climate change is, and

countries nor the global community is prepared to support

there is a lack of consensus on what framework should be

a new class of ‘climate refugees’⁶ that is set to worsen an

implemented to study and measure the impact of climate

already-existing humanitarian crisis. As the effects of climate

change on migration.

change impact upon the availability of natural resources,
food security and water supplies, many people will be forced

More alarmingly so, there currently is no international legal

to relocate. This undoubtedly will spark conflict between

framework in place to recognise climate migrants as refugees,

migrating communities, as the competition for dwindling

and thus countries are not legally bound to treat them as

resources is set to increase.

‘refugees’. Subsequently, this aggravates their vulnerability
and threatens their fundamental human rights. In 2015, Loane

Climate migration is already happening

Teitiota, a Kiribati national, lost his appeal for asylum in
New Zealand. He claimed his island home was sinking at the

I

n 1945, the world suffered through one of the most

the horizon: climate change.

calamitous periods in history. As a direct result of World

War II, 60 million European refugees were displaced from

hands of the world’s main Co2 emitters and as a result was in

both wealthy countries and developing nations. However, as

danger of displacement. Teitiota lost the case because to assess

sea-levels creep inwards and storms, droughts, bushfires and

whether Teitiota could be considered a ‘refugee’, the courts

landslides rage, poor people will be more severely affected.

were only able to compare his situation against the criteria of

With few resources and inadequate housing, people from

the international 1951 Refugee Convention.

developing countries are especially at risk of being displaced
An existential threat to global security

their homes and resettled in new countries. Australia alone
housed over 4.2 million refugees between 1945-1985¹.

Climate change is not an isolated threat; it affects everyone,

by climate change, with their basic human rights being

Within the convention, a definition of a refugee is broad in

threatened.

scope, as a refugee is defined as: ‘A person who has a well-

Globalisation has spurred an inter-dependency between

founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,

nations to collaborate in matters of international trade,

While climate migration seems to be a ‘looming’ threat, there

nationality, membership of a particular social group or

Today, the world is worse off than ever before, as a series of

agriculture, global security, and transportation to name a

are strong signs to indicate that the global crisis has already

political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and

global conflicts, military interventions and dictatorial regimes

few. Losses felt by climate change in one country then will

begun. Indeed, between 2008 and 2015, an average of 26.4

is unable to or, owing to such fear, unwilling to avail himself of

have left more than 68.5 million people homeless², stateless

undoubtedly have ripple effects across the globe.

million people per year were displaced by climate or weather-

the protection of that country.'¹¹

and without a safe haven to return to. But it doesn’t end there.

related disasters, according to the United Nations⁷. Last year

In the coming decades, the world is poised to have ‘between

Branded as a ‘threat multiplier’, clime change exacerbates

150 and 300 million displaced people’³ due to a new enemy on

existing social, economic and political tensions within

alone, over 700,000 people were forced to relocate in Mexico

The New Zealand's Court of Appeal ruled that ‘while climate
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change is a major and growing concern, its effect on countries
like Kiribati is not appropriately addressed under the 1951
Refugee Convention’.¹²
Sadly, there will be many more individuals like Teitiota who
won’t be able to turn to current international law frameworks
when climate-change related issues such as floods, sinking
islands, or landslides force them into homelessness.
Even the international climate change agreement signed by
195 countries, the Paris Agreement, only eludes to climate
refugees, in its list of ambitious promises. Climate-induced
migration is only vaguely mentioned in the agreement, as the
nexus between human rights issues and climate change took
a back-seat. To date, one person is displaced by climate change
every second¹³, yet this key issue was only ‘touched upon’ in the
Paris Agreement.
In effect, to protect the human rights of people affected by
climate-change related events, either a new international
legally-binding convention is needed exclusively for climate
refugees, or the 1951 Refugee Convention needs to be amended
to include the recognition of climate migrants.
What you can do to help
Join Amnesty’s We Need a Better Plan on Refugees campaign,
which puts pressure on the Australian government to boost
its aid program to help neighbouring countries protect and
support refugees. Add your voice now, by signing the petition
here.
You can also donate to the Environmental Justice Foundation’s
critical work that protects climate refugees here or sign a
petition urging EU leaders to stand up for climate refugees
and secure international protection for them.
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PLAYING AT A PRICE
THE PERSISTING PRACTICE OF CHILD SACRIFICE
IN WEST AFRICA FOR DARK MAGIC RITUALS
BY MERVE HANNAH O’KEEFE

officials are said to be involved, it does not come as a surprise

The paramilitary police headquarters in Fana, a small Malian

that there is a wide disparity between statistics collected by

town where the sacrifice killing took place, was set on fire in

different bodies on the animosities. Ugandan police records

outrage of the lack of security in the country. Activists are

recorded 10 cases of child sacrifice in 2013 whereas Humane

demanding justice and calling on the state to carry out its

Africa reported 77 incidents². In some communities, such

responsibilities.

as those residing in parts of South Africa, ritual killings
are seldom reported due to cultural beliefs. Children with

Fathima has hope that these recent protests will prompt the

albinism, biracial children, twins, and their parents are most

government to take necessary measures to look after the

commonly targeted to be abducted and mutilated because they children, prosecute kidnappers and stop the suffering ahead of
are believed to make the magic more potent.

the looming elections when children are most at risk.

I met up with Fathima and listened to her account of the

When asked if she planned to return to Mali, she replied, “my

situation. Being a twin herself, she and her twin brother had

country needs me.” Once she graduates, she is passionate

especially been in danger of being abucted growing up, and

about going back and working to stop the kidnapping and

they had never gone outside to play unless accompanied by

ritual killings of children. She believes that raising awareness,

their parents or nanny. She disclosed that even while going

increasing education and ensuring that the government is

to school they had to be dropped off and later picked up

fulfilling its responsibilities of establishing security in the

by their driver because kidnappings occurred even while

country will contribute to the eradication of this problem.

walking unaccompanied to school. Since not every family can

In most parts of the world, playing outside is so natural and

afford nannies, drivers and security in their homes, it is the

commonplace that we take it for granted, while evidently, in

marginalised and poor that suffer the most from these ritual

some parts of the world playing outside can have devastating

practices. Even the fact that low-income families cannot afford

implications. If you agree that children should be able to fully

toys at home is a factor that pushes their children outside to

exercise their fundamental right to play without fear of being

play - making them targets for abductors, she says.

kidnapped and killed, please join us in spreading awareness by
sharing this article.

Children aren’t safe from the threat of being kidnapped
and sacrificed even in their own homes. The latest incident

How You Can Help

occurred in May 2018 where armed men broke into a

The act of children playing is a beautiful phenomenon as

of children playing outside. To her lecturer’s surprise, she

natural as breathing. Through play, children develop a sense

drew attention to the fact that in her home country of Mali,

of self and learn how to interact with the world around them.

children were unable to play outside due to the danger of being

Children’s amount of play correlates to their physical, cognitive kidnapped and sacrificed as part of dark magic rituals.
and emotional growth. Research demonstrates that children
are particularly drawn to playing outside since they are

Indeed, in many African countries, ritual killings of young

able to experiment with the outside world while broadening

children are still a reality and a persisting threat to innocent

their innate creativity. Playing is such a vital component of

lives. Witch doctors perform rituals using body parts of

childhood that it’s protected under the 1989 UN Convention

kidnapped children to bring luck and wealth. They usually

on the Rights of the Child¹ – the most widely ratified human

mutilate the children while still alive, as they believe this

rights treaty in history.

makes the magic more powerful. These sacrifices occur most
frequently in times leading up to elections as politicians

In a Turkish university, 21-year-old management student

are claimed to commission sacrificial killings to increase

Fathima was asked to write an essay about the benefits

their chances of success in the polls. Since even government

family home in Mali while a mother was sleeping with her

There are many charities working to ensure that vulnerable

two daughters who had albinism. The men snatched one

children are safe and have access to a brighter future. You can

of the girls, five-year-old Djeneba Diarra, and jumped the

help their work by donating to these charities: Under the Same

wall surrounding their house. Her mother tried to chase

Sun, URICT Uganda, Children on the Edge and Kids Rights.

the kidnappers but then turned back to protect her second

You can also sponsor a child in Mali or the West African region

daughter. Djeneba’s decapitated body was found near a mosque via Save the Children, Plan International and SOS Children’s
and it’s believed that she was killed as part of a ritual sacrifice

Villages.

ahead of the upcoming elections.
Fathima also shared her feelings on the incident: “I couldn’t
sleep for two nights after I read [Djeneba’s] story. Many more
stories aren’t reported on so we hear news of most of them
through social media. The government doesn’t take necessary
measures to stop the suffering. Corruption is so widespread
that even if the killers are caught, they are rarely prosecuted.
The public has lost faith in the authorities serving justice and
has instead started to take justice into their own hands.”
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STOP THE POLITICS

BY JULIETTE WITTICH
Stop the boats, they said.
Stop progress.
Stop change.

Stop compassion from greedily lapping at our shores.
They ride on the crest of a toxic wave, we have listened to for far too long.
If you pick up a shell and press it to your ear, you can hear them
murmuring everywhere you go.
They ride buoyed by fear and poison.
Fear of the unseen person.
The unknown "threat".
These unseen souls ride the oceans too.
Like so many flickering candles, they struggle to share their light with us.
Bring them here.
We can shelter them from the water and the acid rains.
Real Australians say welcome.
Real Australians won't let the light wane.
We can change the currents, but it will take precious time we don't have.
Let us begin calling a new kind of storm to brew.
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Aran Mylvaganam- host of Tamil Manifest 3CR and Founder

Grant’s involvement, Aran reveals, helped Tamil Manifest to

of the Tamil Refugee Council

tackle the Sri Lankan Government’s propaganda unit that can
be identified in the Australian media.

The founder of the Tamil Refugee Council and host of the
radio show, Tamil Manifest 3CR, Aran Mylvaganam remains

“They're super talented when it comes to tackling any sort

an influential figure in Melbourne and the wider community.

of attention we get in the media, so we always struggled to

Sitting down for an interview with him and his team, Aran

overcome that,” he explains.

reveals how, “Tamil Manifest is all about Tamils telling their
own story.”

“With Trevor Grant’s involvement, an experienced journalist
with all the networks behind him, all of a sudden we were

For Aran, who arrived in Australia as a refugee in 1997 after

in the front pages of the Fairfax Media… the Herald Sun was

fleeing the genocide that saw his own brother, cousins and

talking about us. Journalists were writing about our campaign,

friends killed before him, the program has been a way to raise

not just about the cricket. It was a wonderful moment for us.”

awareness of the horrors occurring in his homeland.
“We’d finally cracked the Sri Lanka government propaganda
Aran first became involved with Tamil Manifest in 2008, in the

unit. And Tamil Manifest was at the heart of it.”

aftermath of the Tamil purge that saw tens of thousands of
Tamils murdered by the Sri Lankan army.

Then and now, this program which encourages freedom of
speech in his community proves invaluable.

“When these killings were taking place, I thought ‘how can I sit
back and do nothing?’ I wanted to be involved; I wanted to help “In my country journalists are targeted so I'm glad that while 

THEIR STORY, THEIR WORDS
RADIO BROADCASTERS ARE TURNING UP
THE VOLUME TO AMPLIFY REFUGEE VOICES
BY RUBY GRACE SYME
How many stories about refugees have you heard, read or

Luckily, amongst the major Australian media outlets there are

watched in the media in the past week? Five, ten, twenty? No

smaller groups that are run by activists, refugees and migrants

doubt refugees dominated the news landscape but from those

themselves. It’s here, in the community radio stations and the

stories, how many have been told by the refugees themselves?

podcast domain that change is happening. It’s here that stories
are being shared, awareness is being raised and important

So often in today’s media, the voice of refugees and migrants

discussions are taking place. It’s here that refugees are given a

aren’t their own. Their stories are told for them, not by them,

platform to make their voices heard.

and for all the talk of empowerment, freedom of speech and
indeed freedom in general, what’s usually overlooked is that
true empowerment comes from having a voice of your own.
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the people in some way, especially when I know what's going

we have got all sorts of problems with our government and

on down there,” he explains, adding that, “Tamil Manifest was

human right abuses in Australia, we have at least got the

a way to get our story out there.”

freedom to get involved in citizen journalism,” he says.

Over the years the program has provided many things to the

“I'm happy that I have some sort of voice in this country and I

Tamil community – a channel to connect with other oppressed try to use this voice to the best of my ability. I try to use it to
groups, a platform to share their stories and most importantly, help get a voice for oppressed people around the world.”
a voice.
Celine Yap – Refugee Radio 3CR
“Everybody in my community comes with some sort of trauma
and for them to see 5 or 10 people listening to their story

For Celine Yap, providing a place for refugees to share their

and sympathising, it helps immensely. That’s something that

stories, their way, has always been key.

they’ve never experienced before,” says Aran.
“Letting refugees speak for themselves gives them their person
“I found it quite empowering too, to know that I can share my

back,” she states.

story and there are people willing to listen to it.”
“It says, you have the right to talk about yourself and tell
“The radio station helps us in some ways to overcome our past

people what you think. Everyone’s speaking for you - have your

experiences. We have come to realise that we're not alone when say.”
it comes to the problems that we face in our homeland.”
“You have to bring their humanity back and get people to view
Tamil Manifest has also helped to attract broader attention to

them as people.”

the Tamil cause, resulting in assistance from outside parties,
one of those being the well-known journalist Trevor Grant.

Facilitating this hasn’t always been an easy feat. Not from a
refugee or migrant background herself, Celine explains that
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even as an activist, she’s always been concerned as to whether

Refugees on Air, as a way to educate and change community

activists’ voices are taking over refugee voices.

perspectives of refugees.

“The intro to the show clearly says ‘Refugee Radio is the voice

“The podcast amplifies the voices of refugees and gives them

of refugees’ and I take that really seriously,” she pinpoints.

a platform to share their stories and successes. It’s a matter
of giving people a new perspective, to let them know that

“It’s not a platform for my voice or for activists voices - it’s a

refugees are actually people,” Sarah clarifies.

place for the refugees to come and tell their own story in their
own words.”

Through sharing their stories, the pair hope they can help
to combat the often one-sided portrayal of refugees in the

Now, returning to the program after a nine-month

mainstream media.

volunteering stint in the Philippines, Celine has felt the need to
step back from the program.

“We both realised at the same time that refugees are spoken
about but they're not spoken to, and we want to change that,”

She’s recruited two new hosts, both refugees, from Iran and Sri says Maya.
Lanka to take over the show.
“We want to remind people of refugee’s humanity. They’re just
“They know a lot more and have more connections with

people and they're filled with dignity, love and emotion. You

“Interviewing different people from different backgrounds and

refugees who are dying to tell their story,” she reveals, adding,

can't just alienate them because of what you see on the media…

seeing how inspiring they are really made us more brave,” says

“there's nothing more powerful than someone telling their

we want to offer a new perspective, to hopefully shift people

Sarah, further admitting that, “we were hesitant to share our

own story, and those stories need to be broadcast if we’re

views a little bit.”

story at the start, but doing this made us more courageous and on the SYN podcasts site. Tune into 3CR on 855 AM or you can

going to try and change the minds of people.”

made us want to share our own experiences.”
Migrating from Syria on a skilled working visa in 2012, the

Sarah and Maya Ghassali – Refugees on Air podcast, SYN
16-year-old twins Sarah and Maya Ghassali use their podcast

Want to hear these stories for yourself?
You can find the Refugees on Air podcast on Apple Podcasts or
listen online.
Tamil Manifest is broadcasted each Saturday from 1.00-1.30pm

twins say that the podcast has also been a way for them to feel

They’ve also received supportive feedback from people they’ve

and Refugee Radio is broadcasted every Sunday from 10-10.30

more confident sharing their own story.

interviewed, which has reaffirmed the importance of what

am.

they’re doing.
If you have a story you’d like to share or are interested in
“When we interview people, they feel like they’re important,

volunteering for either show, get in touch with Aran at aran.

they feel like their story needs to be listened to. When they tell

mylvaganam@gmail.com.

us that, I'm like ‘yes we're doing the right thing here,’” Sarah
pinpoints.
It’s sharing these individual stories, she says, that really helps
people to see refugees in a different light.
“They’re often talked about as a big group, but refugees are
individuals, they’re separate people.”
“The podcast is about sharing refugees own stories and
making people see them as individuals. We want to educate
people about what’s actually going on and give refugees back
their humanity.”
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RIGHT TURN
BY JULIETTE WITTICH

It isn't right to fight if you're a pacifist.
Unless it is your right.
Then you have a duty.
A duty to us all and those that follow after.
It's not an easy load to bear, but many hands make light work,
or so they say.
Many hands make lights glow inside of us, that burst forth like
blooming flowers.
The trouble is, we abuse these rights hand over fist, to get
ahead.
Yet we are all running the same race from cradle to grave.
Wouldn't it be something to run it together?
Let us go farther together, not faster alone.
Alone we will only read from one book, and what a waste that
would be.
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identity as female. Again, female-to-male athletes are

Finally, for years Caster Semanya’s femaleness has been at

eligible to compete ‘without restriction’. The World Anti-

the forefront of debate. She was forced to undergo a physical

Doping Agency (2013) compels trans athletes ‘to apply for a

examination¹¹ to prove her biological sex and has continually

Therapeutic Use Exemption for testosterone, as it is otherwise

had to submit to hormone testing throughout her career.

a banned substance’⁴. This forces athletes to reveal themselves

The new guidelines of the IAAF mentioned above seem to

to be trans, removing their autonomy to make this choice

specifically target Ms Semenya’s participation. While an IAAF

themselves. These are just some policies currently in place⁵

commissioned report revealed that certain disciplines were

which expose the hypocritical nature of the sporting world in

‘affected’ by individuals with certain biological characteristics,

its definition of fairness.

not all the events¹² named in the report will have the ‘Eligibility
Regulations’ applied to their participant. Ms Semanya’s

The direct effect of these policies is evidenced through the

disciplines – the 400m – 1500m races – will, but the pole vault

lived experiences of three athletes: New Zealand weightlifter

and hammer throw will not¹³. This policy is insincere at best

Laurel Hubbard, aspiring AFLW footballer Hannah Mouncey

and discriminatory at worst.

and South African track athlete Caster Semanya. All three

THE NEXT LGBTI+ FRONTIER
TACKLING THE GENDER BINARY
BY ADRIENNE RINGIN

women have had to endure attacks on their ‘femaleness’

The irony of these policies is that they espouse notions of

as well as being the centre of international and national

‘fairness’, ‘equality’ and a fear of the ‘excluding women from

debate as to what it means to have a fair competition. Ms

sport’. They operate to shelter the fragile notion of hegemonic

Hubbard’s participation in the recent 2018 Commonwealth

masculinity, protected by the typical white, cis-gender male

Games Women’s +90 kg weightlifting competition saw her

who derides women in sport generally. The potential these

face complaints from various national coaches including

women exemplify – that women too can excel, meet challenges

Australia⁶. Ms Hubbard met the IOC requirements and was

and compete physically – threatens and challenges people

cleared to compete. Despite this ruling, some chose to focus

to question long-held beliefs and entrenched biases. LGBTI+

on her participation in weightlifting pre-transition, issuing

rights still have a long way to go in our society and our world.

statements⁷ such as “a man is a man and a woman is a woman”
and her participation being labelled as “unfair” for “all females” We must encourage ourselves and those around us not to
in an attempt to avoid an overt demonstration of transphobia.

be scared of differences but to embrace them. All people

Perhaps the most perplexing was the harmful use of the term

no matter their age, sex, appearance or presentation, have

Sport is marketed as the epitome of human ability. Athletes

lift certain weights, or have certain hormone levels. It can be

‘unbeatable’. In most other sporting situations, that term is

something valuable to contribute to our communities. Humans

are encouraged to push their bodies to the limit, develop new

argued then that sport prescribes a limit to the possibility of

usually applied with a tone of admiration, rather than spite.

adapt to new situations constantly; sport is a prominent

techniques and strategies, and challenge each other to defy

achievement and success for women.

expectations. Achieving the above is lauded, with successes

display of the ability that humans have to remodel themselves
Hannah Mouncey has similarly faced accusations that she has

time and time again. Non-conforming athletes are not a threat

championed across the globe. Unless, of course, you do not

This limit on women’s ability is implemented through policies

an inherently unfair advantage based on her strength and

– they are an opportunity to explore yet again the possibilities

comply with strict notions of male and female; then you are at

held by the sporting bodies. From November this year, the

height. Ms Mouncey has been barred from the 2018 AFLW

of humanity.

risk of being derided, ridiculed and labelled as a cheat.

IAAF (2018) will enforce the Eligibility Regulations for the

but is permitted to play in the women’s VFL competition⁸. In

Female Classification (Athletes with Differences of Sex

effect, Ms Mouncey’s situation has revealed the best and worst

You can act by adding your voice here calling for the IAAF not

Despite progress attained in society generally, sport remains

Development¹), a policy which will require female athletes

of Australia’s national sport. Online comments have been

to implement the proposed regulations.

an area which is firmly entrenched in the historical concept

to use medication to reduce their naturally occurring levels

particularly vile with the use of harsh language and improper

of a gender binary rooted in biological differentiation. Sports

of hormones to a prescribed acceptable level for ‘females’

pronouns. Sporting ‘legends’⁹ of the game have felt the need to

To familiarise yourself with the proper terminology to use, see

are divided based on sexual organs, reinforcing the notion

or be banned from competing. The IAAF also requires sex

weigh in, often without contacting Ms Mouncey or the women

this webpage as a useful starting point.

that female and male expressions are made possible only

reassignment surgery², and then notification of that surgery,

who play with and against her while perpetuating myths about

through this physical attribute. Women particularly suffer

for male-to-female athletes who wish to compete. No surgery,

trans athletes¹⁰. There is genuine confusion within the league

And remember, June is Pride Month and March 31st is

from this demarcation as it enforces an archaic understanding

or notification, is required of female-to-male athletes. The

at the current time as to which direction to take, but if it is

International Transgender Day of Visibility!

of femininity; one where women, even sportswomen, should

International Olympic Committee has ‘an intense regime of

accepted that height, weight and strength differentiation is

be smaller and less muscled than men with their faces thinner

hormone testing’³ beginning from at least twelve months

just the luck of the draw for men, why is it so hard to apply that

and shoulders narrower. A false belief is perpetrated that

before competition and continuing through the period of

for women?

women cannot run at certain speeds, jump to certain heights,

competition. The athlete must also declare their gender
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